
Summary. Chromosomal translocation affecting the
3q27 band, where the BCL6 gene is localized, is one of
the most common genetic abnormalities in non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma of B-cell type (B-NHL). The
translocation occurs within the major translocation
cluster (MTC) of BCL6, and as the result of translocation
either one of the three immunoglobulin (Ig) genes or a
heterogeneous non-Ig gene is juxtaposed to the coding
regions of BCL6. On the other hand, somatic
hypermutation involves the BCL6 gene of not only B-
NHL but also B-cells from normal individuals. The
mutations are clustered within a region of the MTC,
suggesting that a common molecular mechanism is
operating for the two genetic lesions of BCL6. The Bcl-6
protein is a transcriptional repressor that is an important
regulator of lymphoid development and function. The
protein is preferentially expressed in germinal center
(GC) B-cells of normal lymphoid tissues as well as in a
variety of B-NHL subtypes derived from GC B-cells
irrespective of whether the BCL6 is rearranged.
Although there is no consensus on the effect of BCL6
translocation on the clinical outcome of B-NHL, many
studies coincide in showing that a high-level of BCL6
expression at either or both the mRNA and protein levels
is a favorable prognostic marker of diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma. In vitro evidence suggests that non-Ig/BCL6
translocation transiently enhances the level of Bcl-6
expression, which may perturb a molecular network that
controls the differentiation of GC B-cells to Ig-secreting
plasma cells, thereby predisposing the B-cells to
neoplastic transformation. 
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Introduction

Chromosomal translocation and rearrangement of a
series of oncogenes are observed in a large proportion of
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma of B-cell type (B-NHL)
(Willis and Dyer, 2000). 3q27 translocation affecting the
site of the BCL6 gene has been identified by cytogenetic
analysis and/or Southern blot analysis using a probe for
the major translocation cluster (MTC) of BCL6 (Offit et
al., 1989, 1994; Bastard et al., 1992, 1994; Ohno and
Fukuhara, 1997). An early study demonstrated a specific
association of BCL6 translocation with diffuse large B-
cell lymphoma (DLBCL) (Ye et al., 1993). However,
later studies showed that other B-NHL subtypes carry
such abnormalities (Bastard et al., 1994; Muramatsu et
al., 1996; Ohno and Fukuhara, 1997). The approximate
rates of BCL6 translocation in the two major B-NHL
subtypes are 5% to 15% in follicular lymphoma (FL),
and 20% to 40% in DLBCL (Ohno and Fukuhara, 1997;
Willis and Dyer, 2000). BCL6 translocation is unique in
that it can involve not only one of the three
immunoglobulin (Ig) genes but also another non-Ig
partner gene (Ye et al., 1993; Bastard et al., 1994;
Akasaka et al., 1997; Ohno and Fukuhara, 1997). As the
result of non-Ig/BCL6 translocations, BCL6 comes under
the control of diverse promoter activities, leading to
deregulated expression of the BCL6 gene product (Chen
et al., 1998).

On the other hand, the BCL6 gene is altered by
somatic hypermutation (SHM), which preferentially
affects the first exon-intron boundary region of the gene
(major mutation cluster, MMC) (Migliazza et al., 1995;
Pasqualucci et al., 1998; Shen et al., 1998). Since the
MTC and MMC overlap, a common molecular
mechanism for both aberrations has been suggested
(Kuppers and Dalla-Favera, 2001). In contrast to the
translocation, however, SHM is observed not only in B-
NHL cells but also in B-cells from normal individual
(Pasqualucci et al., 1998; Shen et al., 1998). Point
mutations within particular domains of the MTC/MMC
were recently shown to significantly affect the level of
BCL6 expression (Artiga et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2002;
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Pasqualucci et al., 2003), whereas other mutations are
apparently functionally irrelevant.

In this review, I first summarize the genetic
abnormalities of BCL6 in B-NHL. Secondly, I discuss
the effects of BCL6 translocations as well as the
expression levels of mRNA/protein of this gene on the
treatment outcome of DLBCL. I finally propose a model
for the role of BCL6 translocation in the development of
B-NHL based upon the in vitro and in vivo evidence
about the deregulated expression of BCL6.

Chromosomal translocation affecting the 3q27
chromosomal band and isolation of the BCL6 gene

Although abnormalities of the long arm of
chromosome 3 in NHL were described in the past,
earlier studies suggested that these abnormalities were
secondary cytogenetic abnormalities (Konishi et al.,
1990). In 1989, t(3;22)(q27;q11) was first reported in 8
cases of DLBCL (Offit et al., 1989), and
t(3;14)(q27;q32) and t(2;3)(p11;q27) were subsequently
identified in terms of the association with the three Ig
gene loci (Bastard et al., 1992). On the other hand, more
than 20 non-Ig partner loci have been cytogenetically
identified (Ye et al., 1993; Bastard et al., 1994; Akasaka
et al., 1997; Ohno and Fukuhara, 1997; Yonetani et al.,
1998). The overall incidence of 3q27 abnormalities
determined by conventional cytogenetic analysis is
estimated to be 16% in all types of NHL (Bastard et al.,
1994) and 23% in DLBCL (Offit et al., 1994). These
incidences, however, are probably underestimated, as
this terminal alteration is sometimes difficult to detect
cytogenetically. Indeed, 3q27 was the most common
reciprocal partner of 14q+ translocation detected by
fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis (Ueda et al.,
1996). At present, many investigators agree that 3q27
translocation is one of the most common translocations
in B-NHL.

By analogy with other B-NHL-associated
translocations, the cytogenetic observation of 3q27
translocations suggested the presence of a potential
oncogene on this chromosomal site. Four independent
groups performed molecular cloning of the junctional
areas of t(3;14)(q27;q32) and t(3;22)(q27;q11) by using
probes for the Ig genes, leading to the isolation of BCL6
on 3q27 (Baron et al., 1993; Kerckaert et al., 1993; Ye et
al., 1993; Miki et al., 1994b). The BCL6 gene spans 26
kb and contains 10 exons; exon 1b was included in a
cDNA clone isolated by Miki et al. (1994b). The ATG
signal for initiation of protein synthesis is within exon 3
and is followed by an open reading frame, which
encodes the Bcl-6 protein consisting of 706 amino acids.
The Bcl-6 protein is a transcriptional repressor
containing six ‘Krüppel’ Cys2-His2 zinc finger motifs at
the C-terminus, through which the protein binds DNA
with a particular sequence (Dent et al., 2002; Albagli-
Curiel, 2003). The N-terminal region contains a
conserved protein-protein interaction motif, the POZ
domain, which plays a role not only in homo-

dimerization (Dhordain et al., 1995) but also in
heterodimerization. The POZ domain can bind to co-
repressors NCoR, SMART and BCoR (Dhordain et al.,
1997; Huynh and Bardwell, 1998; Huynh et al., 2000),
which are able to recruit the histone deacetylase protein
complex (Dhordain et al., 1998; Lemercier et al., 2002),
thereby rendering Bcl-6 able to exert repressive activity.
A central domain having multiple potential
phosphorylation sites (Moriyama et al., 1997; Niu et al.,
1998) can bind to mSIN3A and is involved in
transcriptional repression independently of the POZ
domain (Albagli-Curiel, 2003). Another feature of Bcl-6
is that it interacts with other transcription factors and
influences their transcriptional activities (Okabe et al.,
1998; Dhordain et al., 2000; Dent et al., 2002). 

Targeted inactivation of BCL6 in the mouse germline
has provided evidence that the gene product is an
important regulator of lymphoid development and
function (Dent et al., 1997; Fukuda et al., 1997; Ye et al.,
1997). The BCL6–/– mice show normal lymphoid organ
development, including primary follicles in the spleen,
and normal numbers and distributions of B- and T-cells.
When the mice are immunized with T-cell-independent
antigens, they produce primary antibodies at comparable
levels to wild-type control mice. In contrast, the BCL6–/–

mice are severely impaired with respect to generating
secondary IgG antibodies against T-cell-dependent
antigens, and their spleens lack germinal center (GC)
formation. This defect is intrinsic to B-cells, since T-
cells from wild-type mice do not restore GC formation
(Fukuda et al., 1997). Another phenotype of the BCL6–/–

mice is inflammatory response in multiple organs. The
involved tissues show infiltration of eosinophils and
IgG1-/IgE-bearing B-cells as well as increased
production of interleukin 4 (IL4), IL5 and IL13,
indicating hyper-response of the T-helper cell type 2
(TH2) subset (Dent et al., 1997; Ye et al., 1997).

Bcl-6 expression in normal lymphoid tissues and
lymphoid neoplasms

Immunohistochemical studies of Bcl-6 expression in
various tissues have been extensively performed using
polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies raised against
recombinant Bcl-6 protein (Cattoretti et al., 1995;
Flenghi et al., 1995, 1996; Onizuka et al., 1995; Falini
and Mason, 2002). In normal lymphoid tissues, Bcl-6 is
preferentially expressed in GC B-cells in secondary
follicles, and is localized to the nucleus in a diffuse or
microgranular pattern (Cattoretti et al., 1995; Flenghi et
al., 1995; Onizuka et al., 1995). Expression of Bcl-6 is
also observed in a few CD4+ T-cells, both in the
intrafollicular and interfollicular areas, and in a small
population of perifollicular CD30+ large lymphoid cells
(Cattoretti et al., 1995; Flenghi et al., 1995). Other
components of the GC, including plasma cells,
macrophages and follicular dendritic cells, are negative
for Bcl-6.

Bcl-6 is positive in GC-type B-cell tumors, which is
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in 100% of FL and 71% to 93% of DLBCL, irrespective
of whether the BCL6 gene is rearranged (Flenghi et al.,
1995; Onizuka et al., 1995; Flenghi et al., 1996;
Skinnider et al., 1999; King et al., 2000; Colomo et al.,
2003). Primary mediastinal large B-cell lymphoma
(PMLBCL), which is a distinctive subcategory of
DLBCL, is positive for Bcl-6 with lower frequency
(47%) than other types of DLBCL (Pileri et al., 2003).
Burkitt’s lymphoma and DLBCL with centroblastic
features that develop in patients with acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) are positive for
Bcl-6, whereas the expression is negative in DLBCL
showing immunoblastic morphology (Carbone, 2003).
H&L cells of nodular lymphocyte predominance
Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) express this protein at a high
level, in clear contrast with classical HL, in which only a
small percentage of Reed-Sternberg cells are stained by
the anti-Bcl-6 antibody (Falini et al., 1996). On the other
hand, B-cell precursor leukemia, mantle cell lymphoma
and marginal zone lymphoma consistently lack
expression of Bcl-6 (Flenghi et al., 1996). Thus, Bcl-6 is
a valuable marker of GC B-cell origin (Falini and
Mason, 2002); the combination of Bcl-6 with CD10,
MUM1/IRF4 and CD138/syndecan-1 defines the
subtypes of DLBCL in parallel with the stage of
differentiation of GC B-cells (Colomo et al., 2003). Non-
B-cell tumors expressing Bcl-6 include T-cell
lymphoblastic lymphoma and anaplastic large cell
lymphoma (40%-45%) (Carbone et al., 1997; Kerl et al.,
2001). The latter finding suggests that CD30+ ALCL
may represent the neoplastic transformation of
extrafollicular lymphoid cells that coexpress CD30 and
Bcl-6 (Carbone et al., 1997).

Molecular anatomy of chromosomal translocations
involving the site of BCL6

Chromosomal translocation involving the 3q27
chromosomal band occurs within the MTC, which is a
highly conserved 4.0-kb region of BCL6 that spans the
promoter, the non-coding exon 1 and the 5’ region of
intron 1 (Ye et al., 1993; Bastard et al., 1994; Offit et al.,
1994; Bernardin et al., 1997; Ohno and Fukuhara, 1997).
In the majority of cases, breakpoints are localized
immediately 3’ of exon 1 (hyper-cluster) (Akasaka et al.,
2000a). The most common type of BCL6 translocation is
t(3;14)(q27;q32), involving the Ig heavy chain gene
(IgH) as the partner (Bastard et al., 1992; Akasaka et al.,
2000a). The breakpoints on IgH are invariably within the
switch (S) regions; Sγ is the most frequently affected
(Akasaka et al., 2000a). On the der(3)t(3;14)(q27;q32),
the IgH upstream sequences are juxtaposed to the BCL6
in the same transcriptional orientation, whereas the 5’-
BCL6 sequences are fused to downstream sequences of
IgH on the reciprocal der(14)t(3;14)(q27;q32). As the
result of t(3;14)(q27;q32), BCL6 expression is initiated
from the IgH germline transcript promoters (Iµ and Iγ),
which are followed by the BCL6 coding sequences (Ye
et al., 1995).

Two ‘variant’ translocations, t(3;22)(q27;q11)
involving the λ-light chain gene (IgLλ) and
t(2;3)(p12:q27) involving the κ-light chain gene (IgLκ),
lead to juxtaposition of the 3’ sequences of IgLs to BCL6
in divergent orientation (Miki et al., 1994a; Suzuki et al.,
1994; Akasaka et al., 2000a). The breakpoints within the
two IgLs are variable, including 5’ of variable (V) genes,
5’ of Vl/Jl complex (J, joining), at a point between Vl2-1,
which is the most 3’ V gene of IgLl, and the Jl1 segment,
and between the Jλ and Cλ segments (Akasaka et al.,
2000a).

To obtain the DNA sequence of the non-Ig partner,
two molecular approaches have been applied, i.e. 5’-
rapid amplification of cDNA ends (Dallery et al., 1995;
Galiegue-Zouitina et al., 1996) and long-distance inverse
polymerase chain reaction (LDI-PCR) (Akasaka et al.,
2000a; Akasaka et al., 2003). In the latter method, PCR
primers are designed for the BCL6 sequences in the
divergent orientation and PCR amplification targets
circular DNA that is prepared by self-ligation of
restriction enzyme-digested genomic DNA; the PCR
product contains an unknown segment that is flanked by
the known BCL6 sequences.

Table 1 lists non-Ig partners that have been
identified using these two PCR-based approaches
(Dallery et al., 1995; Galiegue-Zouitina et al., 1996,
1999; Akasaka et al., 1997, 2000a; Yoshida et al., 1999;
Hosokawa et al., 2000; Tanaka et al., 2000; Xu et al.,
2000; Chen et al., 2001; Ueda et al., 2002a; Akasaka et
al., 2003). In our series of B-NHL with BCL6
rearrangements, 52% of cases had Igs as partners, while
40% were determined to have non-Ig partners (Akasaka
et al., 2000a). The non-Ig partner genes reported to date
are too diverse to find common properties. However,
these non-Ig partners are not random but instead have
been recurrently identified, indicating that tumor cells
carrying a fusion of BCL6 with a particular gene are
likely to gain a growth advantage over normal cells. The
common molecular features of non-Ig/BCL6
translocations include 1) that the gene fusion occurs in
the same transcriptional orientation, 2) that the
breakpoint on the partner gene is localized in close
proximity to its promoter sequence, and 3) that the
complete region of the promoter is fused upstream to the
coding region of BCL6 on the der(3) chromosome. As a
result of the translocation, many types of regulatory
sequences on each partner locus substitute for the 5’
untranslated region of BCL6, and the rearranged BCL6
thereby comes under the control of the replaced
promoter activity (promoter substitution) (Ye et al.,
1995; Chen et al., 1998). In this regard, it should be
noted that partner genes are transcriptionally activated
by a variety of stimuli, including cell-cycle control (H4),
changes in the physical environment (HSP89α and
HSP90ß), and response to cytokines (PIM1 and CIITA)
(Akasaka et al., 2000a). As GC B-cells proliferate
rapidly in response to antigen stimulation, it is likely 
that the BCL6 gene affected by the translocation 
is inappropriately expressed during B-cell proliferation. 
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Table 1. Non-Ig partner genes of BCL6 translocation.

GENE SYMBOL GENE PRODUCT CHROMOSOMAL
HUGO (Alias) LOCUS1

MBNL1 (KIAA0428) Muscleblind-like protein (Triplet-expansion RNA-binding protein) 3q25/3q25.1

TFRC transferrin receptor (p90, CD71) 3q26.2-qter/3q29

SIAT1 (CD75) sialyltransferase 1 (beta-galactoside alpha-2,6-sialytransferase) 3q27-q28/3q27.3

EIF4A2 eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4A, isoform 2 3q28/3q27.3

ARHH (RhoH, TTF) Rho-related GTP-binding protein RhoH (GTP-binding protein TTF) 4p13/4p14

HSPCB (HSP90ß) heat shock 90kDa protein 1, beta 6p12/6p21.1

PIM1 pim-1 oncogene product 6p21.2

SFRS3 (SRp20) Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 3 (Pre-mRNA splicing factor SRP20) 6p21/6p21.31

HIST1H4I (H4/m) H4 histone family, member M 6p21.33

U50HG2 small nucleolar RNA 6q15

ZNFN1A1 (IKAROS) Ikaros (zinc finger protein) 7p13-p11.1

GRHPR (GLXR) glyoxylate reductase/hydroxypyruvate reductase 9q12/9p13.2

POU2AF1 (BOB1, OBF-1) POU domain class 2, associating factor 1 (B-cell-specific coactivator OBF-1) 11q23.1
(OCT binding factor 1) (BOB-1) (OCA-B)

LRMP (JAW1) lymphoid-restricted membrane protein 12p12.1

NACA nascent-polypeptide-associated complex alpha polypeptide 12q23-q24.1/12q13.3

LCP1 L-plastin (Lymphocyte cytosolic protein 1) (LCP-1) (LC64P) 13q14.3/ 13q14.13

HSPCA (HSP90α) heat shock 90kDa protein 1, alpha 14q32.33/14q32.31

IL21R interleukin-21 receptor 16p11/16p12.1

MHC2TA (CIITA) MHC class II transactivator CIITA 16p13/16p13.13

1: LocusLink and/or Ensembl cytogenetic band. 2: not included in the HUGO gene nomenclature database. References: Dallery et al., 1995; Galiegue-
Zouitina et al., 1996; Akasaka et al., 1997; Galiegue-Zouitina et al., 1999; Yoshida et al., 1999; Akasaka et al., 2000a; Hosokawa et al., 2000; Tanaka
et al., 2000; Xu et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2001; Ueda et al., 2002a; Akasaka et al., 2003.

SHM of BCL6 in B-cell tumors

SHM of the 5’ non-coding region of BCL6 was
initially recognized on B-NHL-derived BCL6 alleles
(Migliazza et al., 1995), while later studies showed that a
large proportion of memory B-cells isolated from normal
individuals as well as GC B-cells from a reactive tonsil
carry SHM within the MMC (Pasqualucci et al., 1998;
Shen et al., 1998). These mutations are often multiple
and frequently biallelic, and in B-NHL their occurrence
is independent of BCL6 translocation. SHM of BCL6
occurs in the spectrum of GC/post-GC type B-cell
tumors, including FL, lymphoplasmacytoid lymphoma,
MALT lymphoma, DLBCL, Burkitt’s lymphoma, AIDS-
related lymphomas and multiple myeloma (Gaidano et
al., 1997; Pasqualucci et al., 1998; Peng et al., 1999;
Capello et al., 2000). Intraclonal heterogeneity indicative
of ongoing mutation is observed in cases of FL and
DLBCL (Lossos and Levy, 2000b), and mutations are
accumulated in association with the process of FL
transformation to DLBCL (Lossos and Levy, 2000a). In
contrast, the mutations are absent or rare in B-cell
precursor leukemia and mantle cell lymphoma
(Pasqualucci et al., 1998; Capello et al., 2000). The
frequency of the mutation ranges from 47% in FL to
73% in DLBCL (Migliazza et al., 1995). Although a
significantly lower frequency was reported in PMLBCL

(Capello et al., 2000), another series showed comparable
frequency with that in DLBCL (Pileri et al., 2003). At
present, it is considered that SHM of BCL6 is acquired at
the time of transit through the GC, and therefore is a
marker for GC/post-GC type tumors (Capello et al.,
2000; Pasqualucci et al., 2000). The presence of BCL6
SHM in a fraction of hairy cell leukemia and chronic
lymphocytic leukemia of B-cell type suggests that a
fraction of these two diseases is of GC B-cell origin
(Capello et al., 2000; Pasqualucci et al., 2000). In the
same line, micro-manipulated Reed-Sternberg cells from
classical HL as well as HL-derived cell lines with the B-
cell genotype harbor mutated BCL6 genes (Seitz et al.,
2001).

The majority of BCL6 SHM, in addition to deletions
of up to 8 base pairs of nucleotides, are clustered within
a 5’ region of intron 1 (GenBank accession number
AF191831) (Lossos and Levy, 2000b). The frequency of
mutations per base pair in FL and DLBCL ranges from
1.3x10-3 to 1.3x10-2 (Lossos and Levy, 2000b). This
MMC region starts around 640 bp 3’ of the TATA box of
BCL6 and contains 11 RGYW motifs, where R = purine,
Y = pyrimidine and W = A or T. Single nucleotide
substitutions are more common than deletions and
insertions, and nucleotide transitions occur more
frequently than expected. It is apparent that these
characteristics are shared with those of the SHM of
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variable (V) region genes of Ig (Peng et al., 1999),
although the frequency of BCL6 mutations is
significantly lower than that of IgV mutations in both
normal B-cells and DLBCL cells (Pasqualucci et al.,
1998). It is generally accepted that the Ig-SHM
machinery also targets BCL6 (Stamatopoulos et al.,
2000).

The role of BCL6 SHM in the pathogenesis of B-
NHL as well as in normal B-cell development remains to
be determined. Since the MMC contains a negative
regulatory region (IS) of BCL6 (Kikuchi et al., 2000),
mutations can affect the binding of regulatory elements,
thereby deregulating the level of BCL6 expression.
Compilation of the published findings about BCL6 SHM
indicated that mutations are not uniformly distributed
within the 790 bp of the MMC, but rather that there are
some hot spots: some mutations appear in more than one
patient (recurrent mutation) and some nucleotide
positions are substituted by different bases in several
cases (recurrently mutated position) (Lossos and Levy,
2000b; Artiga et al., 2002). It is possible that these
positions are mutational hot spots, potentially playing a
role in the pathogenesis of B-NHL. Indeed, DLBCL
carrying mutations within the 423 to 443 hot spot
express increased levels of Bcl-6 protein, as shown by
immunohistochemical analysis (Artiga et al., 2002).

Although there is no clear difference in the
distribution patterns of mutations within the MMC
between normal and neoplastic B-cells (Pasqualucci et
al., 1998), some mutations within exon 1 were recently
reported to be specifically restricted to DLBCL (Wang et
al., 2002; Pasqualucci et al., 2003). Transcription of
BCL6 is negatively self-regulated by means of the
interaction of two tandemly aligned Bcl-6 binding sites
within exon 1 and the Bcl-6 protein itself, which is a
potent transcriptional repressor. Wang et al. (2002) and
Pasqualucci et al. (2003) found a total of four mutations
within the binding sites from DLBCL cases and
performed structure-function analyses to determine the
effect of these mutations. They constructed mutated
allele/reporter gene plasmids and transfected them into
BCL6-permissive cells. The results showed significant
overexpression of the reporter gene that was fused with
the mutated sequences, suggesting that the mutations
abolish the binding of Bcl-6 transcriptional repressor,
thereby promoting transcriptional activity. Their study
suggests that activating mutations within particular
domains of BCL6 may play a role in the pathogenesis of
a portion of cases of DLBCL.

Molecular mechanism of the development of BCL6
translocation

It is generally accepted that chromosomal
translocations in mature B-cell tumors develop in
association with a series of Ig remodeling processes
(Willis and Dyer, 2000; Kuppers and Dalla-Favera,
2001). These include V/(D)/J recombination (D,
diversity), SHM and isotype class switching

recombination (CSR); the first of which occurs in the
bone marrow, while the latter two occur sequentially in
the GC of secondary lymphoid organs. In V/(D)/J
recombination, the RAG1/RAG2 recombinases cleave
DNA at the signal sequences flanking the relevant
segments, whereas in CSR DNA is cleaved within the
repetitive S regions located upstream of the two constant
(C) genes. Since many translocations involving Igs are
targeted to the J segments and the S regions, DNA
double-strand breaks (DSBs) created by these two
remodeling processes most likely predispose these
regions to the development of translocations (Kuppers
and Dalla-Favera, 2001). On the other hand, there is
evidence that SHM is also accompanied by DSBs. Two
studies using ligation-mediated PCR showed the
presence of DSBs in the IgVH and IgVλ genes of Ramos
Burkitt’s lymphoma cells as well as the targeted VHB1-8
gene of GC B-cells isolated from the VHB1-8 IgH
knock-in mouse strains (Bross et al., 2000; Papavasiliou
and Schatz, 2000). Both studies showed that the
positions of DSBs were preferentially associated with
the RGYW motif, and that the generation of DSBs was
coupled with the transcription of Ig and dependent on
the Ig enhancer, suggesting that DNA DSBs are involved
in the process of SHM. It is possible that error-prone
DNA polymerases, such as polymerase ζ, are involved
in the introduction of mutations in proximity to DNA
breaks during the repair pathway (Zan et al., 2001),
although both homologous recombination and non-
homologous end-joining models have been proposed
(Bross et al., 2000; Papavasiliou and Schatz, 2000).

As demonstrated above, t(3;14)(q27;q32) invariably
occurs within the S regions of IgH and the MTC/MMC
of BCL6 (Akasaka et al., 2000a). Thus, the combination
of CSR- and SHM-associated DSBs is presumably
responsible for the development of t(3;14)(q27;q32).
Although CSR and SHM target distinct segments of Ig,
they share the molecular mechanism for cleavage and
rejoining of DNA; a common nicking endonuclease,
which is generated by RNA-editing activity of AID,
recognizes and cleaves the stem-loop structure of DNA
(Honjo et al., 2002). It is therefore suggested that CSR
and SHM, the latter of which targets not only Ig but also
BCL6, can occur simultaneously in a single GC B-cell.
Since t(3;14)(q27;q32) results in reciprocal exchange of
materials between the two chromosomes, the two
regions involved in the translocation may be physically
juxtaposed at a specific stage of B-cell development
(Roix et al., 2003).

In contrast, CSR-associated DSBs cannot account
for the ‘variant’ IgL/BCL6 translocations. We and others
cloned IgL/BCL6 fusion areas and found that
breakpoints of IgL are localized within rearranged V
genes or distributed over large intronic sequences (Miki
et al., 1994a; Suzuki et al., 1994; Akasaka et al., 2000a).
Figure 1 shows an example of IgLλ/BCL6 translocation
which is the molecular equivalent t(3;22)(q27;q11). The
translocation occurred reciprocally with breakpoints
within a Vλ gene associated with the Jl1 segment and at a
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Fig. 1. Molecular anatomy of a t(3;22)(q27;q11) breakpoint (case number 1230). A. Schematic diagram of the t(3;22)(q27;q11) translocation. The Vl
and Jλ segments of IgLλ, and the relevant regions of BCL6 are illustrated. Vertical arrowheads indicate the junctional points. B.  Nucleotide sequences
of the BCL6/IgLλ and IgLλ/BCL6 junctional areas on the der(22)t(3;22) and der(3)t(3;22) chromosomes, respectively. The junctional points are indicated
by vertical arrowheads. The sequences are aligned with the germ-line (GL) sequences of the MTC/MMC region of BCL6 (GenBank accession number
AF191831) (Lossos and Levy, 2000b), and the corresponding Vλ and Jλ segments of IgLλ. Dashes show nucleotide identities. Deletion of T at position
520 (underlined) is polymorphic (Artiga et al., 2002). The breakpoint hyper-cluster (Akasaka et al., 2000a) is shaded in gray.



point of the breakpoint hyper-cluster of BCL6 (Akasaka
et al., 2000a). Comparison of the Vλ gene with its
germline sequences registered in the database revealed
multiple nucleotide substitutions, indicating that the IgLλ
gene had been exposed to the GC reaction. On the other
hand, BCL6 carried 3 mutations as well as 2 insertions
within the MMC. These data suggest that IgL/BCL6
translocations develop in close association with the
SHM process. Alternatively, multiple mutations of both
IgL and BCL6 may facilitate the exchange of
chromosomal materials.

In addition to BCL6, several non-Ig genes are
potentially affected by the Ig-SHM machinery. The
CD95 (FAS) gene, which is specifically expressed in GC
B-cells, is the second example shown to acquire SHM in
the normal GC reaction (Muschen et al., 2000). About
15% of GC and memory B-cells carry mutations
downstream of the promoter of CD95. However,
translocation involving CD95 has not been described.
On the other hand, mutations of four proto-oncogenes,
i.e. PIM1, c-MYC, ARHH (originally designated as TTF)
and PAX5, are not detectable in normal GC B-cells but
rather are restricted to DLBCL, suggesting an aberrant
SHM activity in DLBCL (Pasqualucci et al., 2001).
Since PIM1 and ARHH are included among the non-Ig
partners of BCL6 translocation, and since the regions
involved in the mutation and translocation overlap, SHM
is likely to play a central role in generating non-Ig/BCL6
translocations (Kuppers and Dalla-Favera, 2001;
Pasqualucci et al., 2001). Along the same line, we
cloned and sequenced 5 H4/BCL6 junctional areas, and
found 8 (BCL6) and 4 (H4) single nucleotide
substitutions in each gene within the areas involved in
the translocation (Kurata et al., 2002). Since the H4
mutation was restricted to B-NHL carrying
t(3;6)(q27;p21), it remains to be determined whether H4
is mutated independently of the translocation.
Nevertheless, the SHM machinery most likely targets H4
to generate DNA DSBs, predisposing this region to the
development of translocations with BCL6.

Deregulated expression of BCL6 resulting from non-
Ig/BCL6 translocation

Non-Ig/BCL6 translocation replaces the normal
transcription regulatory sequences of BCL6 with those of
a variety of partner genes (Chen et al., 1998; Akasaka et
al., 2000a). The translocation leads to the formation of
chimeric transcripts composed of the 5’ sequences of the
partner followed by the open reading frame of BCL6.
The reciprocal mRNA containing information of BCL6
and the partner, in this order, can be detected by RT-PCR
(Kaneita et al., 2001). It was recently shown that BCL6
transcription predominantly occurs from the translocated
allele irrespective of the partner gene (Lossos et al.,
2003). Thus, expression of BCL6 as well as that of Bcl-6
protein in B-NHL cells carrying non-Ig/BCL6
translocations is most likely under the control of the
replaced promoter activity.

We showed that t(3;6)(q27;p21) results in fusion of
BCL6 with a particular histone H4 gene on 6p21
(Akasaka et al., 1997; Kurata et al., 2002). The H4 gene
is composed of a single exon followed by a terminal
palindrome. Transcriptional control of the histone H4
gene is mediated by two multipartite proximal promoter
elements (Sites I and II), the activity of which is
augmented by two distal domains (Sites III and IV)
(Stein et al., 1992). The Site II-equivalent of the H4 gene
contains consensus binding sites for HiNF-M, HiNF-D
and HiNF-P transcription factors (van Wijnen et al.,
1996). These Site II binding proteins, in addition to other
co-regulatory molecules, contribute to enhancing the H4
gene transcription at the G1/S phase transition (Ramsey-
Ewing et al., 1994; van Wijnen et al., 1996). On the
other hand, the terminal palindrome sequence initially
contributes to cleavage of the primary H4 gene transcript
and mediates mRNA destabilization at the end of the S
phase (Dominski and Marzluff, 1999). The sequences
approximately 16 bp further downstream of the
palindrome are also essential and through base-pairing
interactions mediate the U7 snRNP-dependent
processing of the mRNA 3’ end. We cloned 5 H4/BCL6
fusion genes and found that the breakpoints on H4 were
distributed within the 3’ half of the H4 protein coding
region or in the vicinity of the palindrome (Akasaka et
al., 1997; Kurata et al., 2002). Therefore, the mechanism
of 3’ end formation of H4 is perturbed and the resulting
fusion mRNAs with BCL6 are predicted to be processed
like normal polyadenylated mRNAs. Indeed, sequencing
analysis of H4/BCL6 fusion mRNA from lymphoma
cells carrying t(3;6) revealed that the H4 sequences were
contiguous with the intron sequences of BCL6, which
were then followed by the BCL6 exon 2 sequences
(Kurata et al., 2002). It appears then that the
deregulation of Bcl-6 protein expression is facilitated by
‘capturing’ sequences that support cell-cycle control of
H4 gene transcription during the cell cycle, while
simultaneously inactivating the regulatory sequences
required for post-transcriptional control of H4 gene
expression.

To determine the level of Bcl-6 protein expression
directed by the H4/BCL6 fusion gene as compared with
germ-line BCL6, we constructed expression plasmids
that mimicked the structure of t(3;6)(q27;p21) (Kurata et
al., 2002). Transient transfection of the plasmid into
COS-7 cells resulted in transcription of H4/BCL6 fusion
mRNA that had an identical structure to that of mRNA
from clinical materials with t(3;6)(q27;p21). Comparison
of the levels of Bcl-6 expression revealed that H4/BCL6-
transfected cells produced markedly higher levels of
Bcl-6 than cells transfected with a plasmid carrying
BCL6 driven by its normal promoter. We next stained the
COS-7 cells by indirect immunofluorescence using a
polyclonal antibody against Bcl-6 and showed that
H4/BCL6-transfected cells displayed bright nuclear
staining with a characteristic granular pattern.
Introduction of a series of deletion mutants that lacked
the Site II sequences led to reduction of the Bcl-6
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expression to the basal level. These findings indicate that
H4/BCL6 gene fusion leads to enhanced Bcl-6
expression, which is promoted by the H4 regulatory
elements. Replacement of H4 with other non-Ig partners,
such as the genes for interleukin-21 receptor (IL21R) or
nascent-polypeptide-associated complex alpha
polypeptide (NACA), also caused high levels of
expression of Bcl-6 in the transfected cell nuclei (Ueda
et al., 2002a,b).

Although the composition of granules labeled by
anti-Bcl-6 antibodies is not yet fully understood, the
granules have been shown to contain SMRT and N-CoR
co-repressors (Dhordain et al., 1997; Huynh and
Bardwell, 1998). Comparison of gene expression
profiles by a cDNA array analysis between H4/BCL6-
transfected cells and the cells transfected with BCL6
driven by the normal promoter revealed that 224 (19%)
out of 1,175 genes were > 1.5-fold under-expressed in
the former cells as compared with the latter reference
cells (Kurata et al., 2002). This observation is in
agreement with the fact that Bcl-6 acts as a
transcriptional repressor. It is therefore suggested that
the large granular structures observed in the nuclei of
H4/BCL6-transfected cells represent multi-subunit
repressor complexes. 

Clinical implications of BCL6 translocation and
mRNA/protein expression of BCL6 in B-NHL

The correlation between BCL6 translocation and
clinical features of B-NHL has been the subject of
controversy. An earlier study demonstrated that BCL6
rearrangement determined by Southern blot analysis
occurred more frequently in extranodal DLBCL than in
node-based disease and was correlated with a favorable
clinical outcome (Offit et al., 1994). A study of Hong
Kong Chinese patients revealed that DLBCL of the
stomach showed BCL6 rearrangement more frequently
than nodal DLBCL, and that patients with a rearranged
BCL6 appeared to have better survival (Liang et al.,
1997). However, other studies have failed to find a
statistically significant impact of BCL6 translocation on
clinical outcome (Bastard et al., 1994; Pescarmona et al.,
1997; Kramer et al., 1998; Skinnider et al., 1999). In a
larger series of 156 patients with de novo DLBCL, in
which association of BCL6 rearrangement with
extranodal disease was confirmed, disease-free survival
(DFS) and overall survival (OS) were not influenced by
BCL6 rearrangement (Kramer et al., 1998). We surveyed
a total of 203 cases of DLBCL by Southern blotting
analysis using the MTC probe of BCL6 and found that
43 (21.2%) had rearrangement of the gene (Akasaka et
al., 2000b,c). A comparison between the BCL6
rearrangement-positive and -negative groups revealed no
statistically significant difference between the two
groups with respect to widely used prognostic variables.
However, OS of patients with BCL6 rearrangement was
significantly worse than that of rearrangement-negative
patients (P = 0.0413) (Akasaka et al., 2000c). At present,

there is no consensus on the effect of BCL6 translocation
on the clinical outcome of B-NHL.

We studied whether the diverse partner loci of BCL6
translocation influence clinical behaviors and/or
treatment outcome of DLBCL (Akasaka et al., 2000c;
Ueda et al., 2002b). Of 43 cases of DLBCL, in which
LD-/LDI-PCR was used to determine each partner locus,
26 cases had Igs as partners, while 15 cases involved
non-Ig partners. The remaining 2 had deletion of a >1-kb
segment encompassing the non-coding exon 1 of BCL6.
Although there were no significant differences in
pretreatment clinical features between the 26 patients
associated with Ig partners and the 17 patients with non-
Ig partners, including 2 cases with a deletion, OS of the
non-Ig group was inferior to that of the Ig group (P =
0.0400). Fourteen patients of the non-Ig group died
within 2 years, while 5 patients of the Ig group are
currently enjoying long-term DFS. The estimated 2-year
OS of the Ig and non-Ig groups was 58.1% and 17.6% (P
= 0.003), respectively. Although the total number of
patients analyzed was quite small, our study suggested
that non-Ig/BCL6 fusion is an indicator of poor
prognosis in DLBCL, and additional studies of larger
patient populations are warranted.

BCL6 translocation sometimes coexists with other
B-NHL-specific translocations and/or gene
rearrangements (Horsman et al., 1995). We applied LD-
/LDI-PCR assays to clinical materials of B-NHL and
found that a total of 15 cases carried concurrent
rearrangements of either 2 or 3 of the c-MYC, BCL2 and
BCL6 genes (manuscript in preparation). Of 9 cases
having BCL2 rearrangement with 3’ breakpoints as well
as BCL6 translocation either with Ig or non-Ig partners,
7 cases had FL and showed indolent clinical behavior,
even though the initial treatments failed to achieve a
complete clinical response. One patient carrying
rearrangement of the 3 genes showed an intermediate-
grade DLBCL histopathology and has enjoyed long-term
DFS. Although multiple translocations may occur at the
time of transformation from low- to high-grade disease
(Macpherson et al., 1999; Willis and Dyer, 2000), our
study suggested that dual/triple rearrangements do not
necessarily exhibit synergistic effects on the malignant
phenotype of B-NHL. 

A cDNA microarray analysis revealed that DLBCL
patients with the GC B-cell-like pattern of gene
expression show significantly better OS than those with
the activated B-cell-like expression profile (Alizadeh et
al., 2000). BCL6 is a representative gene of the GC B-
cell signature and has been shown to be a predictor of
favorable treatment outcome (Rosenwald et al., 2002).
This observation was confirmed by a real-time
quantitative PCR study, in which high BCL6 mRNA
expression alone could predict better survival in DLBCL
(Lossos et al., 2001). In accordance with these studies at
the mRNA level, the GC B-cell phenotype (defined by
CD10 and Bcl-6 protein expression as shown by
immunohistochemistry) is associated with a significantly
longer survival of primary nodal DLBCL (Barrans et al.,
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2002), although another series failed to confirm the
survival advantage of GC-CD10+ DLBCL (Colomo et
al., 2003). Mutations within the 423 to 443 hot spot,
which led to a high Bcl-6 protein level, are also
associated with a better clinical outcome (Artiga et al.,
2002). Thus, most independent studies agree in showing
that a high level of BCL6 expression at either or both the
mRNA and protein levels is a favorable prognostic
marker of DLBCL. 

On the other hand, many studies of DLBCL have
demonstrated that the presence of BCL6 translocation
does not necessarily lead to an increased level of Bcl-6
protein expression (Cattoretti et al., 1995; Flenghi et al.,
1995; Onizuka et al., 1995; Flenghi et al., 1996;
Skinnider et al., 1999). To address the issue of the effects
of the BCL6 translocation on BCL6 mRNA expression
levels, we measured BCL6 mRNA levels of DLBCL
specimens that carried or did not carry BCL6
translocation by using real-time quantitative PCR (Ueda
et al., 2002c). The amount of BCL6 mRNA of the test
materials was divided by that of the endogenous
reference, the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydro-
genase gene (GAPDH), and the BCL6-GAPDH value
was further normalized by that of Raji cells. A
comparative study showed that the BCL6 mRNA levels
of DLBCL lacking BCL6 translocation were higher than
those of DLBCL with BCL6 translocation, and that the
difference was significant (P = 0.003). Thus, high BCL6
mRNA levels need not be the consequence of BCL6
translocation, providing an explanation for why the
presence of BCL6 translocation is not associated with
improved clinical outcome of DLBCL.

To link our finding that DLBCLs with non-Ig/BCL6
translocation show worse prognosis than DLBCLs with
Ig/BCL6 translocation to the levels of BCL6 mRNA
expression, we compared the levels of BCL6 mRNA
between the two groups (Ueda et al., 2002c). The results
showed that the BCL6 mRNA levels of the Ig/BCL6
group were significantly higher than those of the non-
Ig/BCL6 group (P = 0.0003). This observation suggests
that high versus low BCL6 mRNA expression and Ig
versus non-Ig partner of BCL6 translocation are
concordant prognostic indicators of DLBCL. Additional
studies are needed to determine whether DLBCL with
Ig/BCL6 translocation and moderate levels of BCL6
mRNA belong to the GC B-cell-like DLBCL subset
defined by the microarray analysis.

A model for the pathogenetic role of BCL6
translocations

It has been proposed that chromosomal
translocations in B-NHL disrupt normal B-cell
homeostasis in three ways, i.e. by enhancing cell growth
and proliferation, by preventing cell death and by
blocking terminal differentiation (Shaffer et al., 2002b).
Many studies have addressed the relationship of Bcl-6 to
apoptosis (Albagli et al., 1999; Yamochi et al., 1999;
Zhang et al., 2001; Albagli-Curiel, 2003). Whether

expression of Bcl-6 induces or inhibits apoptosis appears
to be dependent upon the experimental setting. Enforced
expression of Bcl-6 in established cell lines including
NIH3T3, U2OS osteosarcoma cells, HeLa and CV1,
induces apoptosis, accompanied by down-regulation of
apoptosis regulators Bcl-2 and Bcl-xl. These cells are
arrested either at the S or G2/M phase, indicating that
Bcl-6 impairs cell-cycle progression. In accordance with
these in vitro experiments, immunohistochemical
analysis of DLBCL revealed a significant correlation
between increased apoptotic index and the Bcl-
6+/CD10+ phenotype (Bai et al., 2003). It has been
proposed that high-level expression of Bcl-6 may kill the
cell, in which this protein is not naturally expressed
(Dent et al., 2002). This proposal may be supported by
the fact that no transgenic mouse strain carrying
conventional promoter-driven BCL6 has yet been
established.

In contrast, the protective role of Bcl-6 against
apoptosis has been demonstrated in established cells as
well as in primary lymphoid cells. Loss-of-function of
Bcl-6 by expression of a dominant-negative form of Bcl-
6 in Raji cells leads to increased cell death and cell-cycle
arrest at the G1 phase (Shaffer et al., 2000). When
human primary tonsillar B-cells are infected by
retrovirus to induce expression of a high level of Bcl-6,
the cells show a markedly extended lifespan in culture as
compared with the mock-infected controls through a
mechanism mediated by up-regulation of CCND1
(Shvarts et al., 2002). The programmed cell death-2
(PCDC2) gene was isolated as a target of Bcl-6
repression, and its expression pattern in human tonsils
was mutually exclusive with that of Bcl-6 (Baron et al.,
2002). These data suggest that the physiological role of
Bcl-6 in GC B-cells may be the inhibition of apoptosis,
permitting these cells to generate and amplify an
immune response (Baron et al., 2002).

A cDNA microarray analysis along with loss-of-
function experiments revealed a set of genes that are
negatively regulated by Bcl-6. These target genes of Bcl-
6 repression are involved in B-cell activation, B-cell
differentiation, inflammation and cell-cycle control
(Shaffer et al., 2000). The BLIMP1 (B-lymphocyte-
induced maturation protein 1) gene, which is a
representative target, plays a key role in the
differentiation of B-cells to plasma cells by turning off
the entire mature B-cell gene expression program
(Shaffer et al., 2002a). On the other hand, Blimp-1
represses c-MYC expression, leading to cell-cycle arrest
in G1 (Lin et al., 1997; Shaffer et al., 2002a). It is
therefore proposed that these molecules form a circuit
that controls the differentiation of GC B-cells to
terminally differentiated Ig-secreting plasma cells
(Shaffer et al., 2002b). Altogether, it is conceivable that
inappropriate expression of BCL6 due to chromosomal
translocation may perturb this molecular network,
resulting in a block of terminal differentiation,
prevention of apoptosis and continued proliferation,
thereby predisposing the B-cells to the neoplastic
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persistent expression of Bcl-6 at higher levels,
corresponding to a feature of GC B-cell-like DLBCL.
Further studies are needed to elucidate the mechanistic
details of the transcriptional control of BCL6 on the
translocated allele in B-NHL cells.
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